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AESCHYLUS, SUPPLICES 86–95, 843–910, AND THE EARLY
TRANSMISSION OF ANTISTROPHIC LYRICAL TEXTS *

1.
The phenomenon of transpositions of lines in versified texts is well-known. A displacement of one or a sequential number of lines may be explained by the fact that
these have been overlooked by the scribe in the process of copying, later added in
the margin, and in a subsequent transcription inserted in the wrong place 1. I have
discussed this phenomenon in the appendix to my doctoral dissertation 2. Within a
limited area of text, it is extremely unlikely for more than one transposition of this
kind to occur, seeing that, contrary to other types of corruption, there is no plausible
rationale for a transposition causing further transpositions to occur in the vicinity.
Multiple transpositions are therefore exponentially less likely than single ones. Such
arrangements as are found in recent editions of the tragedians, e.g. A. Supp. 207–11
West (210, 208, 207, 209, 211), are unacceptable, unless one is able to demonstrate a
plausible rationale for the multiple displacements.
I maintain that it is possible to emend or understand Supp. 207–11 as well as
most other alleged examples of multiple displacements in text-critically more sound
fashions 3. However, a number of instances – all, I believe, to be found in the text of
Aeschylus – present embarrassing obstacles to this line of reasoning. Most contentious is perhaps Supp. 86–95: 4

* This paper is a revised and enlarged version of a lecture given at the St. Petersburg Classical Library,
8 Feb. 2006. I would like to thank the Director, Professor Alexander Gavrilov, and the auditorium from the
Dept. of Classical Philology, St. Petersburg State University, for pertinent questions and observations. Due to
the somewhat radical suggestions made here, I should add that my thanks does not necessarily imply the
approval by these scholars of all of my ideas.
The article was conceived and completed under the generous auspices of the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation, which funds my present research fellowship at the FU Berlin.
1 Cf. West (1973) 28, Broadhead (1960) 54, n. 1.
2 Sandin (2003) 210–12.
3 See for instance Sandin (2003) 130–32 (and 25, n. 68) on Supp. 207–11, and 166–73 (and 28, n. 74) on
Supp. 290–13.
4 The lemmata given in this paper represent my own provisional text of the Supplices (on 86–95 see Sandin
2003, pp. 93ff.).
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eu® qeíh Diòv ei¬ panalhqøv
Diòv içmerov. ou¬κ eu¬qäratov e¬túcqh·
dauloì gàr prapídwn
dásκioí te teínousin póroi, κatideîn
a¢frastoi.

86
87
93
94–95

91
92
88
89–90

píptei d’ a¬sfalèv ou¬d’ e¬pì nåtwı
κorufâı Diòv ei¬ κranqñı prâgma téleion.
pantâı toi flegéqei
κa¬n sκótwı κelainøı xùn túcaı merópessi
laoîv.

86 eu® qeíh Dióv, ei¬ Wilamowitz (1914) 30 (duce Hartung) : ei¬qeíh Diòv eu® M 88–90 et 93–95 inter se
transp. Westphal (1869) 158 89 κelainøı Schmidt (1863) 229 (nol.?), Tucker (-aínwı) : melaínai SM

In my dissertation I could not bring myself to argue against Westphal’s arrangement, even while it flies in the face of what I asserted to be the statistical probabilities.
Westphal, as we see, transposes two non-connected passages of text within close range
(88–90 and 93–95). In my note ad loc. (p. 93), I write: “it may be significant that the
displacement concerns two symmetrically corresponding blocks of text in a strophe–
antistrophe complex” 5.
Forty years ago, this and a number of similar alleged transpositions of a radical
kind caught the eye of R. D. Dawe as he was studying the text of Aeschylus. He has
discussed the matter in his seminal work “The Collation and Investigation of
Manuscripts of Aeschylus” (Dawe 1964, 161–64), and in an article where he proposes
a transposition of Agamemnon 160–83 (“The Hymn to Zeus”) to a place following
v. 217 (Dawe 1966, 12–13). As instances of similar transpositions, Dawe mentions
Pers. 93–100 (should be moved to follow 114), Ch. 434–38 (to follow 455), 623–30
(interchanged with 631–38), and the current passage of the Supplices. He suggested
“with the utmost diffidence” that “there was a time very early in the tradition of
Aeschylus when the text was orally transmitted” (1964, 161), and later that “errors of
this kind may have taken their origin at the time when the actors recited their parts to
scribes” (1966, 13).
I will here try a somewhat different approach, or perhaps rather develop the idea in
a more technical fashion (see further below, section 4, on Dawe’s idea of oral transmission). While most of the transpositions listed by Dawe, if accepted, could be
explained by conventional palaeography, being in fact simple transpositions of a
sequential number of lines 6, Supplices 86–95 remain baffling. It seems that this transposition has not before been placed in context with two alleged transpositions of the
same kind which occur in the amoibaion towards the end of the play (843–910). As we
will see, several scholars now agree that certain parts of this (notoriously corrupt)
amoibaion – to be exact, of the interleaved iambic dialogue between the strophes –
have suffered the same kind of symmetrical interchanges as have Supp. 86–95.

5 See also Friis Johansen–Whittle II. 87–88. A defence of the traditional order is found in Booth (1974),
followed by Rash (1981) 214–16.
6 As for his transposition of Ag. 160–83, Dawe suggests that it “may have arisen mechanically, from a leaf
in a MS being inserted in the wrong place” (1966, 13).
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In Supplices 843–910 the Danaids, left alone on the shore of Argos, at last face
their followers. Emissaries of the sons of Aegyptus – the cousins and rejected suitors
of the Danaids – arrive with the purpose of returning the girls to Egypt. A lyrical
dialogue takes place between the Danaids and the leader of the Egyptian deputation –
the Herald (an Egyptian chorus of slave-henchmen may also join in at times:
v.infra).
In the second strophe and antistrophe (866–84), Oberdick interchanged the order
of the Herald’s trimeters that answer to the Danaids’ sung verses (872–75 ↔ 882–84).
Danaids:
ai¬aî ai¬a î,
ei¬ gàr duspalámwv o¢loio
di’ a™ lírruton a¢lsov,
κatà Varphdónion cøma polúyammon
a¬laqeìv †eu¬reíaic ei¬n † au¢raiv.

Danaids:
866
867
868
869–71

867
877
878
879–81

Herald:
baínein κeleúw bârin ei¬v a¬mfístrofon
oçson tácista· mhdé tiv scolazétw.
o™lκæ gàr ou¢ toi plóκamon ou¬dám’
açzetai

oi¬oî oi¬oî,
†lumacic u™progaculásκoi
pericamptà† bruázeiv
†oÇc e¬rwtâc† o™ mégav Neîlov u™brízontá
s’ a¬potréyei †e¢naicton† uçbrin.

Herald:
882
883
884

872
873
874–75

i ¢uze κaì láκaze κaì κálei qeoúv.
Ai¬guptían gàr bârin ou¬c u™perqorñı.
†i u¢ ze κaì bóa, piκróter’ a¬céwn oi¬zúoc
o¢nom’ e¢cwn†

872–75 et 882–84 inter se transp. Oberdick.

This transposition has been accepted in the recent editions of Friis Johansen –
Whittle and West. It is particularly attractive in regard of the antistrophe. The
Herald’s callous i u¢ ze κaì láκaze κaì κálei qeoúv is a perfectly fitting answer
to 879–81, where the Danaids do indeed call on a god 7. For further argumentation
in favour of the transposition, see Friis Johansen –Whittle II. 204–5.
Friis Johansen –Whittle and West also adopt Heath’s (1762) similar transposition of
the Herald’s trimeters (906–7 ↔ 909–10) in answer to the fourth “strophe and
anti-strophe”, which consist of one verse only. This appears to be called for by the
Herald’s a¢naκtav in 906, which is hard not to take as a sarcastic answer to a¢nax
in 908 8:

7 The mss. give the god’s name as Neîlov, which is suitable, this being a god that the Egyptian herald
would actually recognise. Friis Johansen–Whittle and West would emend, the former believing that this
answer makes light of the Herald’s own paternal god in an unacceptable way, the latter (West 1990, 162) giving
a number of reasonable objections, few of which ought to have mattered much to Aeschylus, however. The
answer contains no explicit disrespect of the god (unlike 893–94, which is an expressed disavowal of the Greek
gods), and the Herald surely believes that the gods are on his side in this matter, which makes the Danaids’
invocation void.
8 Wilamowitz chose instead to switch places of 905 and 908. Friis Johansen–Whittle ad loc. list reasons to
prefer Heath’s transposition.
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– i¬œ pólewv a¬goì prómoi, dámnamai.
– eçlxein eo¢ ic’ u™mâv e¬pispásav κómhv,
e¬peì ou¬κ a¬κoúet’ o¬xù tøn e¬møn lógwn.

905
909
910

908
906
907

– diwlómesq’· a¢ept’, a¢nax, páscomen.
– polloùv a¢naκtav, paîdav Ai¬gúptou, táca
o¢yesqe· qarseît’, ou¬κ e¬reît’ a¬narcían.

906–7 et 909–10 inter se transp. Heath (1762): 905 et 908 Wilamowitz

I shall add yet another conjectural transposition to the list. It has not previously
been suggested that part of the first strophe and antistrophe of the same amoibaion
(843–65) may have suffered an interchange equivalent to the ones just mentioned. In
my mind there is little doubt that -aimon in 847 originally answered to ai©ma in 858,
just as a¢naκtav to a¢nax in 908–906. These kinds of catchwords are especially
common in the amoibaia of the Supplices. We may compare 356–59, 375–76, 417–18,
and 758–60 (cited in order):
– ei h¢ d’ a¢ n aton prâgma toût’ a¬stoxénwn,
mhd’ e¬x a¬élptwn κa¬promhqätwn pólei
neîκov génhtai· tøn gàr ou¬ deîtai póliv.
– i d¢ oito dñt’ a¢ n aton fugàn
¿Iκesía Qémiv Diòv Klaríou.
– pân e¬piκraíneiv· a¢ g ov fulássou.
– a¢ g o v mèn ei¢h toîv e¬moîv paligκótoiv.
– møn ou¬ doκeî deîn frontídov swthríou;
– fróntison κaì genoû pandíκwv
eu¬sebæv próxenov.
– memargwménoi κ unoqraseîv, qeøn
ou¬dèn e¬paﬁontev.
– a¬ll’ e¢sti fämh κreíssonav lúκouv κ unøn
ei®nai.
If we suppose that the second, respondent parts of the first strophe and antistrophe, that is the parts sung by either the Herald or the chorus of Egyptians
(v.infra), have been interchanged, we get a text in the manner of the following:
Danaids:
eiq
¢ ’ a¬nà polúrruton
a™lmäenta póron
desposíwı xùn uçbrei
gomfodétwı te dórei diålou.

Danaids:
843
844
845
846

854
855
856
857–58

mäpote pálin s’ i ¢doi
a¬lfesíboion uçdwr,
e ¢nqen a¬exómenon
zåfuton ai©ma brotoîsi qállei.
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Herald and/or Egyptian Chorus:
†a¢geioc e¬gœ baqucaîov
†baqreíac baqreíac géron†.
sù d’ e¬n naï̀ naï̀ báshı
táca qéleov a¬qéleov †bíai bíai te,
pollâi froûda báteai baqumitroκaκà paqøn
o¬lómenai palámaic†
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Herald and/or Egyptian Chorus:
859
860
861
862
863
864
865

847
848
849
850–51
852
853

díaimon eçsw s’ e¬p’ a¬mâda·
†hcudoupia ta¬pitá†
κeleúw bíaı meqésqai
i®car frení †t’ a¢tan. i¬œ i¬ón†.
leîf’ eçdrana, κí’ e¬v dóru,
†a¬tiétana pólin eu¬cebøn†.

847–53 et 859–65 inter se transposui 859 a¢reiov West (1990) 157 : fort. *a¬geiròv? baqúca–ov West ibid.
854 s’ i ¢doi scripsi : eidoi M 847 díaimon Weil, eçsw s’ Paley : aiçmonecw™ c M : h™ımagménon se κaqízw S e¬p’
a¬mâda Schütz (accentus West l.c.) : e¬pámida M

If we disregard the infernal corruptions, the resulting effectiveness of the lyric
dialogue that remains tolerably sound – at least the respective first lines of the
responses of the Herald/Egyptians in the strophe and antistrophe – indicates that this
may be the correct arrangement. The Herald’s callous retort to the invocation of
zåfuton ai©ma (857) is perfectly suitable to context and character. We should note
that the Danaids’ language in these strophes is particularly high and “Grecian”, with
sacral-hymnic rather than Homeric notes in expressions like polúrruton a™lmäenta
póron and a¬lfesíboion uçdwr. There is an extreme contrast to the orkish blurtings
of the previous (836–42: v.infr.) and to the barbarian song in the amoebaeic answers,
which is likely to have been heightened further by the musical accompaniment 9. Even
so, the most shocking feature would have been the answer to the Danaids’ solemn
invocation of the “life-giving blood of mortals” – here with the conjectures of Paley
and Weil: “bloody throughout I shall throw you into the ship”. The barbaric retort
expresses a complete disregard for the invoked holiness of human blood, and, which
is the same thing, for its potentially disastrous unholiness – the a¢gov – if spilled
in the wrong context (for instance, as here, in a holy sanctuary). This is in perfect
agreement with the behaviour of the Herald elsewhere, on which I may cite Friis
Johansen –Whittle 893n. (III. 222):
The Herald’s contempt for the Argive gods (foreshadowed in 872 κálei qeoúv, implied in 921, re-stated in
922–23, and condemned in 927) is akin to […] the sacrilegiousness generally predicated of his masters in
750–59; cf. too 428–32n. His attitude – which, historically speaking, is characteristically Egyptian […] – contrasts sharply with that of Danaus and his daughters (cf. 186 ff., 204ff.), as well as with the religious behaviour
expected by Greeks of themselves and of non-Greeks.

So far the antistrophe. The transposition may also yield an improvement of the
understanding of the words in the strophe. The response in 859–60 should make
sense if taken as a reaction to the Danaids’ use of the adjective desposíwı in 845. The

On the contrast between “Hellenic civilisation” and “Egyptian barbarism” in the play, see Garvie (1969)
49, Hall (1989) Index s.v. Supplices; cf. also Friis Johansen–Whittle III. 173–74.
9
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scholiast (V 859) interprets baqucaîov as h™ megálwv eu¬genäv. caoì gàr oi™ eu¬geneîv.
We may ignore the fact that he thinks that the Danaids are speaking (cf. West 1990,
157): if the scholiast is correct, and the words are intended as an assertion of nobility
and high rank, they are very fitting as a response to desposíwı xùn uçbrei, ‘the hybris
of your masters’. The adjective despósiov is a hapax, but the stem despot- can take on
a somewhat sinister quality in classical Greek, denoting a definitive, unfree powerrelation, indeed that between a master and a slave (cf. Pers. 587, Ch. 942). Stung, the
Herald ensures in lyrical verses that he is no lowly thrall like his stooges, at the
same time volunteering what will serve as an introduction to his person, and, more
importantly, clearly indicating to the audience that his masters – the despósiov
uçbriv – are not present. For the non-attested and irrelevant a¢geiov (‘without land’) in
859 one may suggest the likewise non-attested, but pertinent *a¬geiróv (on analogy
with a¢gw – a¬góv), ‘collecter’, ‘herder’ 10.
As becomes obvious from this line of argument, I think it is more likely that the
Herald sings these verses solo, than that the entire Egyptian chorus joins in. There is
in fact a marked contrast to the astrophic lyric of 836–42 (v.infra), and to what may
have been anapaests in 825–26. Those passages have rightly been characterized as
“satyric” (see West 1990, 152–53, Maas 1962, 54 [§ 76]) and would suit a chorus of
“gelbe und schwarze Teufel” or “wilde Ägypter und Neger” – both characterizations
by Wilamowitz, who, while his language may be displeasing to 21st-century sensibilities, has certainly hit upon the right note 11. However corrupt, the lyrics in 858–65 and
847–52 come forth as more “civilised” 12. One may imagine a scenario where the Herald sings the lead vocal against a backdrop of non-verbal harmony from the chorus,
although there is no evidence for such an arrangement of Greek choral song 13.
If one accepts the presence of three interchanges of the strophic and antistrophic
parts of the Herald’s answers, out the total of four strophes and antistrophes in the
amoibaion, it is reasonable to consider whether the respondent’s parts have not in fact
suffered reversal in toto, having at some stage in the textual tradition been transcribed
separately from those of the Danaids. Such a transposition would arguably be more
economical than the three separate transpositions considered above, possibly presupposing only one actual instance of corruption (v.infra, section 2). With the
Herald’s parts of strophe–antistrophe nos. 1, 2 and 4 reversed, only no. 3 remains:14

a¬gúrthv, ‘mendicant (priest)’, is an attested verbal noun of a¬geírw.
Wilamowitz (1914) 8; Wilamowitz (1923) 315; cit. West (1990) 152.
12 Taplin (1977) 216–17 argues that the Egyptians were not a chorus at all, but simply staffage, like the
silent retinue of Pelasgus in 234–503, and, accordingly, that the Herald sings also 839–42. But this passage
cannot possibly have been sung by a herald, let alone by a person asserting to be baqucaîov.
13 On the contrary, West (1992) 39 seems to suggest that Greek singing was always articulate and verbal.
Then again, a non-verbal background vocal would in this case put further emphasis on the outlandishness of
the chorus – as in the inarticulate oç oç oç aç aç aç of their first appearance, v. 825.
14 This being a provisional text (see above, n. 3), I venture to insert a couple of conjectures of my own
without further comment. I intend to discuss these in a future edition of the Supplices.
10
11
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Danaids:
oi¬oî páter, bréteov a¢rov
matâı <
> m’ açlad’ a¢gei
a¢racnov wÇ v bádhn
o¢nar o¢nar mélan.
o¬totototoî, mâ Gâ mâ Gâ, boân
foberòn a¬pótrepe·
w® bâ Gâv paî Zeû
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Danaids:
885

895

ephymn. 890

900

Herald:
ei¬ mä tiv e¬v naûn ei®sin ai¬nésav táde,
laκìv citønov er¢ gon ou¬ κatoiκtieî.

ai¬aî, pélav dípouv o¢fiv
<maimâı
>
e¢cidna d’ wç v †me
tí pot’ e¢n dáκov ác†
o¬totototoî, mâ Gâ mâ Gâ boân ephymn.
foberòn a¬pótrepe·
w® bâ Gâv paî Zeû

Herald:
903
904

893
894

ou¢toi foboûmai daímonav toùv e¬nqáde·
ou¬ gár m’ eq
¢ reyan, ou¬d’ e¬gärasan trofñı.

885 bréteov a¢rov Abresch 1763 e V : brotioca | roc M : bróteov a¢rov Eustathius 1422.20 886 matâı Bamberger (1842) 710 (= 1856, 132) : atai M lacunam pos. West (1990) 164 m’ açlad’ a¢gei Musgrave: maldaágei
M 893–94 et 903–4 transposui 895 ai¬aî scripsi : maimâı edd. : mai mai M post 895 lacunam posui

There is little either to recommend or to damn a transposition of the Herald’s
answers here. The talk about daímonav toùv e¬nqáde in the strophe refers to the
ephymnion, which of course is identical in the antistrophe. We might perhaps suggest
one beneficial effect of the transposition, though: it makes the structure similar to
strophe–antistrophe 2 and 4 (with the Herald’s parts transposed). In the strophe we
receive in each case a blunt threat of violence (to hair and clothes, respectively: 884 =
904, 909), in the antistrophe a somewhat more “thoughtful” and “reasoned” – i. e.
sarcastic or dismissive – answer (873–75 = 893–94, 906–7).
2.
In the light of these alleged transpositions, we should consider the possibility that
the antistrophic lyric of tragedy may occasionally have gone through cases of more
complicated textual transcription, with regard to the graphic disposition, than the
standard prose arrangement that the handbooks state that they were subject to before
Hellenistic times 15. In fact, different kinds of manuscripts existed for different pur15 E.g. Pfeiffer (1968) 186; Reynolds–Wilson (1991) 4–5. A handful papyri with lyrical content (i.e. melic
poetry, not verse in general) have survived from the third century; only one, I believe, from the fourth: PBerol.
9875, containing a large fragment from Timotheus’ Persians (on this famous papyrus see Hordern 2002, 62 ff.).
A papyrus from the fifth century is reported to have been found in the grave of a professional singer in Attica,
which would lead one to expect a lyrical or even musical content, but it has not been published even after
twenty-five years (see Cockle 1983, 147; Pöhlmann 1994, 5 [with refs n. 50]; Hordern 2002, 65, n. 172). Some
of the most important third-century examples are: PStrassb. W. G. 307 (ed. Crönert 1922, 17–26; Lewis 1936,
52–75; cf. Turner 1987, no. 30, p. 60), containing lyrical excerpts from tragedies of Euripides, including a large
portion from Phoenissae (1500–1581); PBerol. 9771 (Schubart–Wilamowitz 1907, 79–84; cf. Schubart 1911,
Tafel 4b and p. viii; Diggle 1970, Plate V and p. 34), containing most of the first choral ode of Euripides’
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poses, which is shown to have been the case by the few papyrus fragments of tragedy
which have been preserved with intact musical notation 16.
The traditions of the craft, economical considerations, and/or horror vacui might
not have let the early scribes endure the irregular emptiness on the right side of the
columns that is the result of a colometric arrangement of complex lyrical poetry.
However, in the case of antistrophic dramatic poetry, in particular an amoibaion with
several lyrical voices, a regular prose arrangement will be very unmanageable and
awkward. The customer who commissioned the copy might actually want more than
so; the general reader probably, but without question the tragic director who would
attempt a re-staging of the drama. One “primitive” solution might be to arrange the
corresponding strophes on lines above each other, as verses in modern musical scores
(also in the modern editing of musical papyri, loc.cit. n. 16). Musical notation for each
strophe might be added above the lines in the following manner 17:

Phaëthon, from another Euripidean florilegium; PLeid. Inv. 510 (= DAGM no. 4) containing lyrical excerpts
from the Iphigenia in Aulis with musical notation; PBerol. 13270 (= Carmina convivialia 34 PMG, Schubart–
Wilamowitz 1907, Tafel 8, pp. 56–62) containing anonymous Attic (?) drinking-songs – the so-called
“Elephantine scolia” (cf. Hordern 2002, 65, text for n. 172). In all these cases the lyrical texts are presented as
prose, without apparent consideration taken to metre and colometry, although the scribes prefer to let
line-ends coincide with word-ends (Hordern 2002, 66). One exception was found in 1973: the “Lille
Stesichorus” (PLille inv. 76a+ 73), a large fragment dated by Eric Turner (1980) to the mid-third century B.C.,
containing triadic choral lyric on internal grounds identified as Stesichorus’ Thebaid. The text is colometrically arranged, and the assigned date casts doubt on the tradition that Aristophanes of Byzantium (c. 257–180
B.C.) invented metrical colometry (D. H. Comp. 156, 211): see Turner (1980) 38; (1987)124.
16 DAGM nos. 3–5 (pp. 13–25). The musical papyri from Hellenistic and later times seem to have had a
consistently different layout than normal literary papyri, with much broader columns: see Johnson (2000)
66–68 for a good account.
17 We know little to nothing of the pre-Hellenistic systems of musical notation and of the earliest transmission of the music of drama, notwithstanding the fact that the matter has been subject to a virtual flood of
publications in recent years, mostly concerned with the controversy over the evidence value of the lyrical
colometries preserved in medieval manuscripts. The seminal work appears to have been Fleming–Kopff
(1992) who defended the medieval colometries and presupposed an unbroken tradition of musical notation as
well as text from the fifth century B. C. to the Alexandrians. This was the start of an intense debate, the camps
generally forming according to national provenience (with roughly the Italians being in favour of, the English
being against the intrinsic value of medieval colometry). An attempt to sort out the question has just now
appeared in Lucia Prauscello’s impressive monograph “Singing Alexandria” (2006). I fully support her
cautious pessimism about the early textual and musical tradition (see, e. g., pp. 80–86 for something approaching a general picture), even if I do believe (as will be evident) that musical notation may have played a
(fatal) role in the early tradition of the Supplices. See further section four below, and see, e.g., Pöhlmann (1976,
1986, 1988b, 1991, 2005), West (1992) 261 ff., Fleming (1999) and Landels (1999) 218–21 for some different
views on the musical papyri and musical notation and its tradition in antiquity. – “Musical notation was not
highly regarded in antiquity” (DAGM p. 1, cf. West 1992, 269–73); on the other hand, the passage cited by
West l.c. 271 from the theoretic Aristoxenus (cf. Pöhlmann 1976 [p. 61]) does imply that texts with musical
notation were fairly common at the time (fourth century). Harm. 2.39 (p. 49 da Rios): ou¬ gàr oçti pérav tñv
a™rmoniκñv e¬pistämhv e¬stìn h™ parashmantiκä, a¬ll’ ou¬dè mérov ou¬dén, ei¬ mæ κaì tñv metriκñv tò gráyasqai
tøn métrwn eçκaston· ei¬ d’ wçsper e¬pì toútwn ou¬κ a¬nagκaîón e¬sti tòn dunámenon gráyasqai tò i¬ambiκòn
métron κaì a¢ristá ge ei¬dénai tí e¬sti tò i¬ambiκón, ouçtwv e ¢cei κaì e¬pì tøn melwı douménwn – ou¬ gàr a¬nagκaîón
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[ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––]
843–45
854–56

eiqanapolurrutonalmhentaporondesposiwicunubrei 18
mhpotepalinsidoialfesiboionudwrenqenaecomenon
[ ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––]

846
857

gomfodetwitedoreidiwlou
zwfutonaimabrotoisiqallei

Apart from the parallel antistrophic arrangement, the text is presented as prose,
without consideration taken to colometry, as in most of the early papyri of lyrical
texts (v.supra, n. 15). A regular “prose” arrangement is also found in all papyri with
preserved musical notation, regardless of age (DAGM p. 15), and it is worth noting
that in in one of them, the Vienna papyrus of Euripides’ Orestes 339–44 (DAGM
no. 3, PVind. G 2315), “the layout of the notation has been copied mechanically from
the strophe to the antistrophe” (DAGM p. 16). This is possible to ascertain from the
fact that parts of the musical notation refer to features of the text that occur in the
strophe, while the papyrus contains a fragment of the antistrophe only, where these
features are absent, and the notation accordingly meaningless. This means that in the
exemplar of this copy (or in an earlier ancestor), the musical notation was given only
once, above the words of the strophe.
An early transmission of antistrophic lyric in this or a related form may begin to
explain the peculiar transpositions discussed above. If we presuppose an exemplar
of the text arranged in this manner, the corruption may take its origin in the scribe’s
accidentally skipping a line. We use Supp. 86–95 as the paradigm:
[ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––]

euqeihdioseipanalhqwsdiosimerosoukeuqhratosetuxqh
86–87
pipteidasfalesoudepinwtwikorufaidioseikranqhipragmateleion 91–92
[ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––]

{dauloigarprapidwndaskioiteteinousinporoikatideinafrastoi}

93–95

pantaitoiflegeqeikanskotwikelainwicuntuxaimeropessilaois

88–90

The mistake is bound to be discovered, either by the scribe himself or later by
a corrector; however, it is not easily amended. The remedy would have to be the
addition of the line in the margin. This, in turn, might have prompted a reversion in

e¬sti tòn grayámenon tò frúgion mélov κaì a¢ristá ge ei¬dénai tí e¬sti tò frúgion mélov – dñlon oçti ou¬κ a£n ei h¢
tñv ei¬rhménhv e¬pistämhv pérav h™ parashmantiκä. The reference must be to the fact that scribes copy metrical
and musical notations without understanding them, which Aristoxenus uses as a sophistic argument against
taking notation as proper to the art of musicology.
18 I use an uncial type for my hypothetical reconstructions of the early tradition. Even though the features
of some glyphs may be anachronistic, an uncial will better approximate the kind of bookhands current in the
fourth century B.C. than will a regular capital majuscule.
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the next instance of transmisson, which would eventually result in the text in the
manner of M:
euqeihdioseipanalhqwsdiosimerosoukeuqhratosetuxqh
pipteidasfalesoudepinwtwikorufaidioseikranqhipragmateleion
pantaitoiflegeqeikanskotwikelainwicuntuxaimeropessilaois
dauloigarprapidwndaskioite
teinousinkatideinafrastoi

The line 93–95 is wrongly inserted after 88–90:
euqeihdioseipanalhqwsdiosimerosoukeuqhratosetuxqh
pipteidasfalesoudepinwtwikorufaidioseikranqhipragmateleion
pantaitoiflegeqeikanskotwikelainwicuntuxaimeropessilaois
dauloigarprapidwndaskioiteteinousinporoikatideinafrastoi

86–87
91–92
88–90
93–95

Adapted into a regular textual arrangement, 88–90 and 93–95 will end up in the
reversed positions they currently hold in the mss.:
eu® qeíh Diòv ei¬ panalhqøv Diòv içmerov. ou¬κ eu¬qäratov e¬túcqh·
pantâı toi flegéqei κa¬n sκótwı κelainøı xùn túcaı merópessi laoîv.
píptei d’ a¬sfalèv ou¬d’ e¬pì nåtwı κorufâı Diòv ei¬ κranqñı prâgma téleion.
dauloì gàr prapídwn dásκioí te teínousin póroi, κatideîn a¢frastoi.

86–87
88–90
91–92
93–95

The case of Supp. 843–910 is more complicated. If we are right, and these kinds of
transpositions have affected all the Egyptian parts of the amoibaion, but not the songs
of the Danaids to which they answer, the implication would be that the two at some
stage in the tradition have been transmitted separately. A number of considerations
might support such a premise. First, it is demonstrably the case that the lyrical
sections of drama, including classical tragedy, were sometimes omitted in manuscripts
and/or separately transmitted 19. These parts would have been difficult already for the
poets’ contemporaries, and might have been of secundary interest to many readers

19 We possess papyrus fragments from a number of tragic mss. transmitted without the lyrical parts, alternately giving these on the reverse side of the papyrus. In PSorb. 2252 (c. 250 B.C.), a fragment of Euripides’
Hippolytus, the lyrical passage 58–72 has been left out (see Barrett 1964, 438, Pöhlmann 1977 [p. 200]). In
PHib. I 4 (= PLitLond 80, possibly fourth century B. C.: Hordern 2002, 67, n. 177), which contains fragments
of an unknown tragedy (Trag.adesp. 625: see Stephanopoulos 1988, 237–41 on the attribution), an editorial
note between two iambic lines states coroû mé[loc, i. e. a choral song has been left out (see Kannicht 1981 ad
loc.). A similar note is found in PColon. 241 (second century B.C.), an unknown tragedy featuring Achilles
(Trag.adesp. 640b, ed. Kannicht 2004, II 1133): a¢. l.l.a. o¬. p. í. sw coroû m[él: “more on the back: choral song”
(see Gronewald 1987, 6–7, 20, Kannicht ad loc., and also Pöhlmann 1977 [1995] for further examples of the
note coroû in tragic and (especially) comic papyri [1995, pp. 200–201 for the tragic examples]). In one of the
musical papyri, no. 5 DAGM = PAshm. Inv 89B (third-second c. B. C.), we find iambic and anapaestic passages from ’Acilleù[c] Sofoκl[éouc on one side of a papyrus scrap, and lyrical fragments – not unlikely to be
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in later classical times. Professionals, however – musicians, actors, directors, and
scholars – would on the other hand want texts of the lyrical passages adapted to
the purposes of their craft. We conjectured (v.supra) that the music accompanying
the Egyptian parts of the amoibaion was of a different character from the Danaids’
songs – “barbarian” and “Grecian”, respectively. This, together with the fact that
the parts were sung or recited 20 by different actors and/or choreutae, may provide a
reason for separate transmission (cf. infra, section 4) 21.
[ – danaides–a——–––––——–––—]

[ –khruc–a——–––––—–––—–––––––—]

eiqanapolurrutonalmhentapo

843–44a

ageiosegwbaquxaios † baqreiasbaq 859–60a

mhpotepalinsidoialfesiboionu

854–54a

diaimoneswsepamada†hsudoupia

[ —––––—––––—––––—––––—–––––]

847–48a

[ ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––]

rondesposiwicunubreigomfode

844–46a

reiasgeron† sudennaInaIbashitaxa 860b–62a

dwrenqenaecomenonzwfuton

854a–56a

tapita† keleuwbiaimeqesqaiixar

[ —––––—––––—––– b —––––––––—–]

848b–50a

[ ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––]

twitedoreidiwlou : aiaiaiaieigar 846b: 866– 67a qeleosaqeleos† biai† ktl ..................... 862b–…
aimabrotoisiqallei : oioioioi†luma 856b : 876–77a freni† tataniwion† ktl ............................... 850b–…

[ —––––—––––—––––—––––—–––––]

[ ––––––––– b ––––––––––––––––––––––]

duspalamws ktl ………………

867b–…

† palamais†: baineinkeleuw ktl ...... –865 : 882–

sisuprogas† ktl ………………

877b–…

† eusebwn †: iuzekailakaze ktl ....... –853 : 872–

[ —––––—––– g —––––—––––––––—–]

[ –––––––––– g ––––––––––––––––––––]

……… aurais : oioipaterbreteos

–871 : 885–

............. azetai : eimhtiseisnaun

–884 : 903–

……… ubrin : aiaipelasdipous

–881 : 895–

.... onomexwn : outoifoboumai

–874 : 893–

ktl ...

ktl ...

Here the respective parts of the amoibaion are ordered in narrow columns next
to each other, but only for the sake of presentation: their interrelation and the width
from the same drama – on the other (see eds. ad loc, p. 25, and West 1999, 43–53). Separate lyrical excerpts
from drama have also been found, with and without musical notation (some examples supra n. 15). The
Orestes papyrus referred to above (PVind. G 2315, third-second c. B.C.) was found together with a number
of smaller musical papyri (9–14 DAGM, see pp. 45–46), suggesting that this, too – indeed perhaps all fragments of tragedy preserved with musical notation – might have been transmitted separately from the iambic
and anapaestic parts. – See Prauscello (2006) 118–21, 178–83 on “performance texts” of tragic lyrical passages
in Hellenistic times (with a focus on PVind. G 2315 and PLeid. Inv. 510 = nos. 3–4 DAGM).
20 The trimeters were most likely semi-lyrical, being recited to musical accompaniment in the manner
of parakatalogē (Arist. Pr. 918a, [Plu.] De musica 1140f–1141a) or anaboēma (Psell. De trag. 9). See PickardCambridge (1968) 156–64, West (1992) 40.
21 Indeed a case may be made for Dawe’s idea that at some point “the actors recited their parts to scribes”
(v.supra, v.infra section 4).
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of the columns are irrelevant to the argument, and the columns may represent
separate papyri. Let us just assume that the Danaids’ and the Herald’s parts are not
presented as a continuous text interweaved in an amoibaion, but separately from
each other, perhaps with signs indicating which parts of the former answer to which
of the latter.
Let us then concentrate on the Egyptian, that is, the right “papyrus”. We assume
that a copy is made where the musical notation is left out, but the separate transmission preserved. Here the scribe makes his crucial mistake: accidentally, he skips the
first line, ageiosegw ktl. The beginning of the first two lines (of the right column)
are in fact quite similar, in particular if we look at the text of M in the place where we
would read Weil’s conjecture (díaimon):
ageiosegw
aimonesw

The slip may have been even easier if we assume that the beginnings of the strophe
and antistrophe were labelled a and b, respectively:
a ageiosegw
b diaimonesw

The iota in di - has been partly defaced in the exemplar. The scribe then effects two
corruptions at the same time: while his eyes slide from the first line to the second, they
at the same time pass over di - in diaimon, perhaps reading the delta as an alpha indicating strophe as opposed to antistrophe:
a ageiosegw
diaimonesw

As in our paradigm (v.supra), the former mistake is found out, and the line added in
the margin:

847–48a

860b–62a
848b–50a
862b– …
850b– …
–865 : 882–
–853 : 872–
–884 : 903–
–874 : 893–

aimoneswsepamadahsudoupia
reiasgeron†sudennaInaIbashitaxa
tapita†keleuwbiaimeqesqaiixar
qeleosaqeleos†biai† ktl …………
freni†tataniwion† ktl ……………
†palamais† : baineinkeleuw ktl …
†eusebwn† : iuzekailakaze ktl …
……… azetai : eimhtiseisnaun
… onomexwn : outoifoboumai

ageiosegwbaquxai 859–60a
os†baqreiasbaq

Adapting an antistrophic text with this kind of parallel arrangement into a regular
sequential one, the scribe might first sort out the lines in a mechanical fashion, for
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instance copying every odd line to one wax tablet (strophe), every even to another
(antistrophe).
847–53 : 872–74 : 893–

860b–865 : 882–84 : 903–

aimoneswsepamadahsudoupia
tapita†keleuwbiaimeqesqaiixar
freni†tataniwion† ktl ........……………
†eusebwn† : iuzekailakaze ktl …
… onomexwn : outoifoboumai

reiasgeron†sudennaInaIbashitaxa
qeleosaqeleos†biai† ktl …………
†palamais† : baineinkeleuw ktl …
……… azetai : eimhtiseisnaun

Having done the same thing with the Danaids’ parts, he makes his final transcript.
However, as the first line of the Egyptian part of the amoibaion has been left out, the
entire order of strophe and antistrophe has become reversed for the Egyptians. The
scribe, noticing the missing line (859–60a) in the margin of his exemplar, will see that
it belongs with the lines he has just copied into the antistrophic parts (to the right),
but he will not realise the larger consequences. Accordingly, the strophic parts will be
copied into the antistrophes, and vice versa.
3.
The reasoning is deplorably speculative, to be sure. However, we might be able to
present something which approximates a proof, or at least an indication that we may
be on the right track. Apart from the transpositions under discussion, a further two
of the many desperate corruptions that disfigure this amoibaion could actually be
explained by a textual arrangement in the early tradition similar to that discussed
above.
At the end of the first strophe and antistrophe, 852 and 865 respectively (v.supra),
we find, as more often than not in this amoibaion, baffling textual garbage. M gives
a¬tiétana pólin eu¬cebøn (852) and o¬lómenai palámaic (865). Friis Johansen–Whittle
noted a certain resemblance between 864–65 báteai baq- … o¬lómenai and 842
soûsqe soûsq’ … o¬lómen’. However, on a closer look at these two passages, a more
remarkable resemblance will be that between 865 and 842 o¬lómen’ e¬pamída, even
more so if we assume that e¬p’ a¬mâda (Schütz, accent by West 1990, 157: cf. A. fr. 214)
should be read in 842:
Egyptian chorus:
soûsqe soûsq’ e¬pì bârin oçpwv podøn
ou¢κoun; ou¢κoun; tilmoì tilmoì κaì stigmoí,
poluaímwn fóniov a¬poκopà κratóv.
soûsqe soûsq’ †o¬lúmenai o¬lómen† e¬p’ a¬mâda.
842

e¬p’ a¬mâda Schütz (acc. perisp. West 1990, 157) : e¬pamída M

842
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865 olomenaipalama(is) looks like a combined visual and phonetic corruption of
842 olomenepamada. If we now turn to the “corresponding” place at the end of
the first antistrophe (852), atietanapolineusebwn, we find a similar resemblance to 843 eiqanapolurruton. If not as conspicuous as the previous similarity,
the repetition of a¬nà pólu- as -ana póli- is unlikely to be coincidental. In both cases
one suspects an interpolation of some sort, followed by further corruption (including
conjectural emendation or simple rewriting). This interpolation may be possible to
explain, if not in complete detail, by the suggested theory of early antistrophic textual
transmission. If the scribe copying a papyrus roll 22 accidentally reads from the wrong
column, a corruption could result in the manner of the following (I let a and b mark
the beginning of strophe and antistrophe [v.supra]):
[ —––––—––––—––––—––––—–––––]
tilmoitilmoikaistigmoipoluaimwnfoniov

839–40

[ —––––—––––—––––—––––—–––––]
apokopakratossousqesousqolumenai

bateaibaqumitrokakapaqwn

841–42

iwionleifedranakiesdoru

842 →

olomenaipalamais

[ —––––—––––—–]
olomenepamada

b mhpotepalinsidoialfesiboion

864
850–51

[ ––––––––––––––––––]

[ –––––––––––––––––––]
a eiqanapolurrutonalmhenta

[ ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––]

865

[ –––––––––––––––––––––]
843 →
854

atietanapolineusebwn

852

A number of problems remain, such as the fact that this would entail an interpolation from the Danaids’ part of the amoibaion to the Herald’s, which we asserted
ought to have been transmitted separately. Moreover, a corruption of this kind seems
bound to be noticed by the scribe himself. The matter is further complicated by
the fact that the alleged origin of the former interpolation (865) itself occurs in an
apparently corrupt passage (842). Nevertheless, the probability of a coincidental
and independent collocation of corrupt nonsense with this result is infinitesimal.
I maintain that none of the mentioned obstacles is unsurmountable; in fact each is
probably possible to explain in a variety of ways 23. I will refrain from elaborating
further on the technical side of the matter, the issue being speculative and complicated
enough as it is. I believe I have shown that the symmetrical transpositions discussed
22 Perhaps the reader rather than the scribe: we may need at least two people to copy a papyrus roll
efficiently; one who holds the original and reads aloud, and one who copies the text unto a new roll. Or many,
as in a “book factory”. On this “dictation hypothesis” see Pettimengin–Flusin (1984), Johnson (2004) 39– 40;
on book production in antiquity Johnson (2004) 157– 60, being somewhat more positive to the concept of
book trade and mass production than has been current lately in the scholarly debate.
23 E.g., a) the separation of the Danaids’ and the Herald’s parts of the amoibaion came later in the tradition, for instance in connection with a re-enactment of the drama (cf. infra, section 4), or they were arranged
separately but side by side on the same papyrus, making interpolation from the one part to the other possible;
b) the scribe did not himself correct his mistake, leaving such details to his client, but a correction never took
place.
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above are theoretically possible, and that the theory of their origin in a special
arrangement of antistrophic lyric in the text of the Supplices could simultaneously
shed a quantum of light on two (possibly further) individual corruptions in the same
text.
4.
We should finally consider some of the external circumstances of the early textual
history of tragedy 24. If we accept the notion that the official Athenian State copies of
the tragedies are the ultimate archetypes of the traditions handed down to us, and that
these copies through the concern of Ptolemaeus II came under the guardianship of the
scholars at Alexandria 25, the question must be: were the errors suggested here present
already in the official copy? Or if they were introduced later, how would this be
possible?
In pseudo-Plutarch’s Life of the Ten Orators, Lycurgus is said to have ordered the
tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides “to be publicly (e¬n κoinøı) preserved,
after having been written down” 26. This took place in the mid-fourth century, presumably 330 B.C., in connection with what seems to have been an intensified interest
in the drama of the classical age 27. Reynolds –Wilson (1991) 5 argue that public copies

The best account may be (and in the English language certainly is) Rudolf Pfeiffer’s “History of Classical Scholarship” (Pfeiffer 1968, especially 25–29, 81–82, 132–33, 192–96 on the textual history of the tragedy
up to and including the editions of Aristophanes of Byzantium). It is now complemented by the first two
chapters in Prauscello (2006) 1–183, who takes into account the latest papyri and assesses the secondary
evidence for the musical tradition. See especially pp. 68–83 on the “Athenian State texts” of tragedy (v.infra
text for nn. 25–26). See also Pöhlmann (1994) 22–25, 28–29, 33–34, and, particularly interesting for our purpose, Pöhlmann (1986) and (1991). The “classic” account, still useful, is Wilamowitz (1889) 121–55. Wartelle
1971 is the most comprehensive, but seems to me too prone to take uncertain things for granted in order to
produce continuous narrative. None of the accounts comes around the fact that the evidence is very scarce,
and most of them speculate a good deal about probabilities. Pfeiffer is the most apt at keeping the primary
evidence in sight.
25 Gal. In Hipp.lib.iii epidem., XVII 1, 607 (CMG V 10, 2.1): doùv gàr au¬toîv [sc. toîv ’Aqhnaíoiv] e¬nécura
penteκaídeκa tálant’ a¬rguríou κaì labœn tà Sofoκléouv κaì Eu¬ripídou κaì Ai¬scúlou biblía cárin toû
gráyai mónon e¬x au¬tøn, ei®t’ eu¬qéwv a¬podoûnai søa, κatasκeuásav poluteløv e¬n cártaiv κallístoiv,
aÇ mèn el¢ abe par’ ’Aqhnaíwn κatéscen, aÇ d’ au¬tòv κatesκeúasen e p¢ emyen au¬toîv paraκaløn <κata>sceîn
te tà penteκaídeκa tálanta κaì labeîn a¬nq’ w©n ed¢ osan biblíwn palaiøn tà κainá.
26 [Plu.] Vit.X orat. 841 f (S. test. 156 TrGF) ei¬sänegκe dè κaì nómouv, tòn mèn perì tøn κwmwı døn, …
tòn dé, w™ v calκâv ei¬κónav a¬naqeînai tøn poihtøn, Ai¬scúlou Sofoκléouv Eu¬ripídou, κaì tàv tragwı díav
au¬tøn e¬n κoinøı grayaménouv fuláttein κaì tòn tñv pólewv grammatéa paranaginåsκein toîv u™poκrinoménoiv· ou¬κ e¬xeînai gàr par’ au¬tàv u™poκrínesqai. Others take e¬n κoinøı in the sense ‘together’, i. e. all three
tragedians together, e.g. Blum (1991) 83 (1977, col. 89, n. 175).
27 Lycurgus is also said (supra n. 26) to have commissioned statues of the three tragedians to be erected,
introduced new legislation concerning the accurate performance of their work, and ordered a major reconstruction of the Theatre of Dionysus (ibid. 841d). Pfeiffer (1968) 82 puts all this in connection with Aristotle’s
concern with the history of tragedy about the same time, in the Poetics and in particular in the three lost
24
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ought to have existed at an earlier stage 28, referring to the attested pre-Lycurgean
revivals of earlier tragedies (cf. infra n. 38): “if [the producers] had been obliged to
obtain [texts] by a process of transcription from private copies it would be surprising
that an almost complete range of plays survived into the Hellenistic age.” But did it
really? Reynolds –Wilson do not present a reference, but the idea may be based on the
common misconception that Callimachus’ bibliographical work, which may have
listed some three hundred titles of dramas of the three tragedians, was a library catalogue, i. e. limited to the holdings of the library (cf. ibid. p. 7). In fact it rests beyond
any doubt that the list of the dramas of the tragedians was a general bibliographical
compilation, not by any means limited to the holdings of the library 29. The texts for
Lycurgus’ archives are indeed likely to have been collected from private libraries

treatises perì tragwıdiøn, Nîκai Dionusiaκaì κaì Länaiai, and Didasκalíai. See Pickard-Cambridge (1968)
71, and especially Blum (1977) 47–92 (= 1991, 23–43) on these works of Aristotle, the titles of which
are preserved in the list of his works given by Diogenes Laertius 5.26. Possibly Aristotle was involved on
an official level: the Didascaliae, On tragedies and Victories could have been work undertaken on public behalf, intimately connected with the search for tragic texts for Lycurgus’ archive. We know that a public stele
was erected soon after 346 B. C., containing an inscription of the record of the victories of the Great Dionysia:
the so-called Fasti (IG II2 2318 + Capps–Raubitschek 1943, 1–11; TrGF I 22–25). See Pickard-Cambridge
(1968) 71–72, 101–7; Blum (1977) 67–68 (= 1991, 31–32). Some have taken this to be in fact based on Aristotle’s Nîκai Dionusiaκaì κaì Länaiai, but the evidence seems to speak against the relation (Pickard-Cambridge
1968, 103). We may note, however, that Aristotle undertook similar antiquarian research on the victors in the
Olympian and Pythian literary contests, and that these lists were engraved in stone by public means
(fr. 615–17 Rose; see Pfeiffer 1968, 80, text for nn. 5–6; Pickard-Cambridge 1968, 71, n. 1, Blum 1977, 48–49
[1991, 23–24, 71–72]). – Perhaps we should not take for granted that Aristotle’s research was conducted in the
“public archives”, as the handbooks state. As Josephus once remarked (Ap. 1.8–27), public written archives
were not one of the great virtues of the Greeks. In fact writing before Lycurgus seems to have been a very
private business, unless it were on stone, recording important political events. Maybe we should look for
archives somewhere else than in a public treasury, namely in the families and the tribes of poets, singers and
actors. We may note that in the Fasti inscription mentioned above, the names of the choregos and of his tribe
are noted for the victories in dithyrambic contests, but not that of the didaskalos. This may point to the source
of information.
28 A widespread assumption: recently Fleming (1999) who argues that even musical scores had to be
archived in order to allow later re-enactments. Contra, rightly, Prauscello (2006) 70, n. 221, Pöhlmann (1986)
[p. 24], text for nn. 20–22, Pöhlmann (1994) 24, text for n. 84, Blum (1977) col. 89, n. 175 (= 1991, 83). As for
the re-enactments, the only thing that might have been needed was interviews with some of the original actors,
musicians and members of the chorus. The music at any rate would be remembered by the latter (cf. Landels
1999, 218–19), and probably the lyrical content as well. Cf. Parker (2001) 36, Prauscello (2006) 73, text for
n. 233.
29 So the Suda s. v. Kallímacov (κ 227), where Callimachus’ works are listed, two of which going by the
name of Pínaκev tøn e¬n páshı paideíaı dialamyántwn, κaì w© n sunégrayan (“Records of prominent persons
of all kinds of liberal education, and of the books they wrote”) and Pínax {κaì a¬nagrafæ} tøn κatà crónouv
κaì a¬p’ a¬rcñv genoménwn didasκálwn (“Record of the dramatic producers from the beginning and onwards”). See Blum (1977) 198–208, 224–44 (= 1991, 137–42, 150–60) for a comprehensive study; also Pfeiffer
(1968) 127–29, 131–32 (in particular 128). Works not extant in the library may have been marked ou¬ såızetai:
see Blum (1977) 206–8 (= 1991, 141–42), Pfeiffer (1968) 286–87 (Addenda to p. 128).
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(cf. supra n. 27 fin.) – not least that of Aristotle 30 – and perhaps in some cases from the
estates of the tragedians themselves 31. The texts were later removed to Alexandria by
Ptolemaeus II, according to Galen (supra n. 25) 32.
Before this, throughout the second half of the fifth and the first half of the fourth
century, texts of the tragedies may have circulated quite freely. This means that they
probably suffered a great deal of distortion before Lycurgus’ stabilizing measures
were taken, seeing that people did not take written texts very seriously at the time. It
seems clear that in the archaic and early classical age, the drama and to some degree
literature in general were seen not primarily as “text” but as “performance”, the
written text being regarded as little more than an aid or tool for oral realization – at
least in the case of versified literature. An increase in the status of books and literacy
may not have taken place until the end of the fifth century, and even then their use was
satirized and criticised 33.
Eric Havelock’s ideas about the pervasiveness of oral as opposed to written literary
culture in fifth-century Athens have not met with unanimous enthusiasm (see n. 33),
but I find some of his arguments attractive. Many of his most significant observations
concern Aeschylus’ works. Havelock suggested (1980) that their structure and
content indicate that they were principally oral compositions, claiming the same to
be true for Sophocles, whereas Euripides’ technique betrays a more intimate involve-

30 On Aristotle’s library, perhaps the first of any consequence in Athens, see Blum (1977) 109–34 (1991,
52–64), Pfeiffer (1968) 67 (text for n. 4), 70. On its later fate, Prauscello (2006) 77–78, text for nn. 245–46.
31 On the Athenian State texts see now Prauscello (2006) 68–78: on their origin and intrinsic value especially 68, n. 217 with refs.
32 On Galen’s account, see Prauscello (2006) 74–77.
33 The use and status of books and their relation to literature in the fifth century is a controversial and
much-debated subject. In their respective handbooks on Greek literature and ancient textual history, Knox
(1985) and Pöhlmann (1994) 18–25 argue for a wide-spread literary “book culture” extant already at the
beginning of the fifth century. They adduce especially graffiti and vase-paintings as evidence indicating that
writing was used widely, including in schools at that time (for the vases see Immerwahr 1964, 1973). On the
other end of the spectrum is Eric Havelock, who has argued from literary evidence that the real breakthrough
for literacy did not come until the end of the fifth century (Havelock 1976–77, 1980, 1982), and that the
literary culture in fifth-century Athens was oral in its essence. A synthesis between the two extremes may be
possible. In my view, literacy was probably quite widespread during most of the fifth century, being taught in
schools and used for practical purposes – but it was seen primarily as a banausic utility, having little or
nothing in common with the poetic art, which was oral and rested upon centuries of tradition of orally taught
skills (cf. Aristoxenus on written musical notation, supra n. 17). The literary evidence suggests as much, for
instance Plato who, famously, let Socrates describe books as destroyers of memory (Phdr. 275a–e, cf. Pöhlmann 1976, n. 11 [p. 81]). Aristophanes’ portrayal of Dionysus r eading Euripides to himself (Ra. 52–53)
is well-known, and certainly intended as ridicule: see Sommerstein (1996) ad loc., who further adduces
Ra. 943, 1409, and Ar. fr. 506 PCG as examples of pejorative mentions of books in Old Comedy. If, as Pöhlmann claims (1988b, 132; 1994, 23), the dramatist Agathon is carrying a bookroll in his first appearance in
Aristophanes’ Thesmophoriazousai (101 ff. – I find no direct reference to this in the text of the drama), it may
only be adding to the picture of his inadequacy (see also Pfeiffer 1968, 24–30, 17).
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ment with writing 34. To be sure, Havelock did not mean that Aeschylus was analphabetic or that he did not use writing at all, only that his technique indicates that
the process of composition was an oral one: that is, presumably, that the dramatic
speeches and songs were composed orally and only after completion committed to
writing or dictated to a scribe. Indeed in the poetical tradition, metre and music had
been the essential mnemonic tools for hundreds, even thousands of years. It is no
wonder if the masters of the craft for a long period after the introduction of the letters
would consider writing to be only a secondary, banausic utility for the recording of
longer compositions.
In the case of tragedy we may note, with Havelock, that didásκalov, ‘teacher’, the
traditional term for a dramatic author/producer/director, denotes the oral producerdirector role, not the actual authorship or writing 35. The central aspect of this role
was that of helping the actors, chorus, and musicians to memorize their parts: their
realisation of these parts upon stage, not written words on a papyrus or wax-tablet,
constituted the actual poem.
It is conceivable that Aeschylus, to the extent that he used writing, did not do so
with the aim of producing a continuous book-roll containing the entire drama but
rather – more convenient for his purpose – separate working texts of the speeches,
anapaests, and songs of the different characters of his tragedies. Pfeiffer notes that the
“the traditional expression for writing material in tragedy remained déltov” 36, and
this may indeed have been the way Aeschylus worked: writing down or dictating the
text on separate tablets, then memorizing the entire thing before “teaching” the performers (who perhaps had tablets of their own). The idea that the written text of the
drama should be presented in a continuous bookroll and preserved for posterity in
this form may not have suggested itself to Aeschylus, or it may not have appealed to
him 37. The peculiar way of presenting the amoebaeic, antistrophic lyrical scores
suggested above could thus represent Aeschylus’ own pragmatic method of recording

34 Besides examining Aeschylus’ Septem contra Thebas [pp. 293–312], Havelock presents an ingenious
reading of Aristophanes’ Frogs [pp. 269–92], (cf. supra n. 33), which is ignored by the latest English commentators (Dover 1993, Sommerstein 1996).
35 See Havelock (1980) [p. 265].
36 Pfeiffer (1968) 26. The only exception is in fact Supp. 947, where however the mention is negated:
taût’ ou¬ pínaxín e¬stin e¬ggegramména | ou¬d’ e¬n ptucaîv bíblwn κatesfragisména.
37 Cf. Sommerstein’s (2002, p. 2 [n. 3]) speculations about the Old Comic poet Ekphantides, and the
remarkable (“for a leading dramatist active from the 450s […] to the 430s”) lack of preserved fragments or
even titles from his work: “It is as though Ekphantides, late in his career, was unwilling to move with the
times: he clung to a dated style, he was reluctant to let copies of his works go into circulation (only one play of
his is ever quoted by later writers), and sometimes, in defiance of what had become established convention, he
even insisted on leaving them nameless.” Another view on Aeschylus is taken by Wartelle (1971, 42ff.), who
believes that Aeschylus had written copies made for the actors as well as for himself, that he presented the
archon with a copy petitioning for a place in the contest, and that he had one published before the production.
For the petitioning or “application” of tragedians to enter in the contest, see Pickard-Cambridge (1968) 84,
who cites a relevant passage from Plato (Lg. 7.817d).
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the songs, from which a copy later was made that included musical notation
(assuming that Aeschylus did not himself make use of this, a controversial matter: see
refs. supra n. 17).
Alternately, a master copy may have been taken down by scribes at a performance,
or from private consultations with actors and choreutae (cf. Dawe cited supra, section 1). If the scribe consulted the actor who played the Egyptian herald separately,
this would explain the separate transmission of his parts of the amoibaion, although
we have to remember that in this case the corruptions suggested in section 3 must
already have been present. In the worst-case scenario, then, the Supplices was reenacted sometime before Lycurgus’ reform, with the aid not of the original author’s
autograph, but a defect copy (as per section 3 above) with musical notation. From this
copy, separate copies were made for the different actors and choreutae, thus separating the Herald’s part as described above. Finally, from these separate copies, the
official State copy of Lycurgus was produced. Indeed this is not the worst-case
scenario, which would include even more copying and an anarchic tradition already
in the first hundred years of transmission. Aeschylus would have been particularly
vulnerable to early corruptions, as he had been granted a special honour (or curse)
after his death: it was permitted by decree to produce his dramas posthumously 38.
Perhaps one could make something of the order in which Galen enumerated the
tragedians the texts of whom Ptolemaeus brought to Alexandria, “Sophocles, Euripides, Aeschylus” (supra n. 25). Why put Aeschylus last of the three? Because his
texts were the hardest to come by – and also the least reliable? It is, by the way, not
even certain that the Danaid trilogy was among the texts that Lycurgus had managed
to collect: it may have reached Alexandria separately from the Athenian collection 39.
Regardless of Aeschylus’ external methods of composition, I believe that the most
likely scenario for the corruptions suggested in this paper is that they originated at
an early stage, before Lycurgus’ edition, perhaps in connection with one or several
revivals of the drama in the late fifth and/or early fourth century. These corruptions
are not likely to have been emended or even detected in Alexandria. In fact traces of
Alexandrian critical work on tragedy are very scarce; apart from the hypotheses, some

38 See A. test. m 72–77 TrGF. Quintilian (Inst.orat. 10.1.66 = test. 77) claims that they were produced
correctas due to their coarseness, but this is without doubt a misunderstanding (Krüger 1888 ad loc. suggests
that Quintilian misunderstands the expression drámata diesκeusména). The decree may in fact have been
an early attempt to make sure that his drama lived on. In the popular mind of the Athenians in the mid-fifth
century, the idea that the written text in itself would preserve his work for posterity may not have rooted
itself; at least not unless inscribed on stone (cf. supra n. 27).
39 See Prauscello (2006) 77–78. The text of the Prometheus Vinctus is in a far better state than all other
(genuine) dramas of Aeschylus, perhaps than all drama as such. Could this be because Lycurgus, and subsequently the Alexandrians, in this case actually got hold of the author’s autograph? I.e. unlike Aeschylus
(v. supra), the younger author of Prometheus Vinctus composed in the modern manner, with simultaneous
and instant use of writing, and left his work in the form of a continuous text? At any rate the lack of deepseated, apparently early corruptions in the Prometheus adds further to the evidence setting this drama apart
from the other (genuine) Aeschylean ones.
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of which may be attributed to Aristophanes of Byzantium, only a few notes of the
variant readings and critical signs of the same scholar have been preserved in Euripidean scholia and Sophoclean papyri, and nothing whatsoever on Aeschylus 40. Nor
does any trace remain of the work of Aristophanes’ predecessor Alexander of Aetolia,
who is said to have been appointed by Ptolemaeus to the office of correcting tragic
texts 41. For Homer’s epics, Aristophanes’ comedy, and the lyric poets, there are
far more testimonies about and traces of the work of the Alexandrians. The reason
for this is not easy to conjecture, but perhaps the tragic texts, or at least those of
Aeschylus, were already in too bad a shape when they reached Alexandria to attract
much in the way of systematic scholarly examination?
The possibility that the corruptions appeared later in the tradition should finally be
mentioned for consideration. One could assume an ambitious revival of the drama on
the stage in Hellenistic or Roman times. The Egyptian theme would not have been
without interest in Alexandria at any time in history. The producers would have had
copies made in the style described above to be used by the actors, chorus, and musicians, one of which then becomes the defect archetype of the subsequent tradition. It
is true that no papyrus has been found with antistrophic lyric arranged in the fashion
here described; on the other hand, to my knowledge only one papyrus with antistrophic tragic lyric has been found dating from the third century B. C. or earlier, this
being part of a florilegium, not a working text of tragedy 42. We do not know how
antistrophic (not to speak of amoebaeic) tragic lyric was represented in general in the
third and second centuries B. C., nor what was the standard (if any) for “performance
copies” with or without musical notation 43.
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Abstract
The symmetrical inter-displacements of corresponding blocks of text between strophes and antistrophes
in lyrical odes, earlier proposed for A. Supp. 88–90 ~ 93–95, 872–75 ~ 882–84, and 906–7 ~ 909–10, have
affected all parts sung or spoken by the Egyptian herald in the amoibaion in Supp. 843–910. An ancestral text
similar to a modern musical score, in which the corresponding lines of strophe and antistrophe run parallel
with musical notation, could explain this type of corruption. Such a hypothetical ancestor in the textual tradition would also explain apparent interpolations in Supp. 852 and 865 from 842 and 843. The corruptions may
have arisen very early in the tradition, the hypothetical textual arrangement possibly being that of the author
himself.

